ACSH has been writing about the now disastrous consequences of withholding opioid pain medications from pain patients with legitimate needs since 2013 (1) – well before most other organizations. Since this time Dr. Josh Bloom, our director of chemical pharmaceutical research, has published about 20 newspaper op-eds on the mismanagement of opioid policy and 65 articles for the ACSH site.

We are publishing his works as a media reference guide. To simplify the search for a specific topic we have divided his writings into 8 broad categories, A through G, which are indicated in parentheses after the title. Many articles fall into multiple categories.

We believe that some of these articles represent groundbreaking material that was not previously covered by other writers. These are bolded.

Article Categorization:

A. - Intentional manipulation of statistics and lies that created a false narrative of the opioid crisis
B. - The demonization of opioid drugs and other controlled substances
C. - Opioid alternatives – plusses and minuses
D. - Denial of pain relief
E. - Flawed public policy
F. - Fentanyl and its analogs
G. - Flawed studies and faulty media reporting
H. - General bad science
The Great Opioid Shakedown of 2019 Will Be a Pyrrhic 'Victory (E)

The Lunacy Continues - Now It's Music Instead Of Sedatives Before Surgery (B)

Florida Officials Successfully Withheld Pain Meds From Surgical Patients. Aren't They Special? (E) (D)

A Royal Pain: Opioid BS From The BBC (G)

Surgeon General Backpedals On Flawed Tylenol Study. Because Of ACSH. (B)

Dr. Aric Hausknecht Responds To SG Jerome Adams' Tylenol Recommendation (B)

Need General Surgery? Ignore The Surgeon General (B)

Advil As A Substitute For Opioids? NY Times' Gina Kolata 'Busts' One Myth With Another (C, G)

Overdoses Are 'Falling.' But What Does That Really Mean? (A)

Oh-Klahoma! 8 Questions J&J Should Ask Andrew Kolodny (A, B)
https://www.acsh.org/news/2019/06/18/oh-klahoma-8-questions-jj-should-ask-andrew-kolodny-14100

'Opioid Cutoff' Article Tells Us How Badly Pain Patients Were Harmed. Too Bad Kolodny Was Included. (A, D)
https://www.acsh.org/news/2019/05/22/opioid-cutoff-article-tells-us-how-badly-pain-patients-were-harmed-too-bad-kolodny-was-included-14043
Neurontin: The Darling Of The Anti-Opioid Crowd. But Does It Work? (C)

Sen. Gillibrand's Anti-Opioid Mentality Will Hurt Women (E)

Oral And IV Tylenol Work *Equally* Well For Hip Replacement Pain - But Do They Work At All? (B, G)

My Response To The Times Article About Opioid 'Good News Bad News' (G)

Johnson & Johnson's Shameless Exploitation Of The Opioid Crisis (C)

Heroin Pills Are Now A Reality - Is Andrew Kolodny Finally Happy? (A, E, F)

Woeful In Wisconsin - WISN's Opioid Story Is Jawbreakingly Idiotic (G)

An Opioid Study So Bad That It Disproves Itself? (G)

CNN: Opioid Overdoses Kill More People Than... Food? (G)


Big Brother Walmart Is Watching Your Meds Very Carefully. And Not Just Painkillers (B)

'Synthetic' And 'Opioids': Two Useless, Confusing Terms That Need To Go (F)

'Study Links Rising Heroin Deaths To 2010 OxyContin Reformulation. Duh.' (E)

Fentanyl Sleuthing Gives Hints About Where It's Made – Sometimes (F)

The CDC Quietly Admits It Screwed Up Counting Opioid Pills (A,E)

Dear CDC: What Will You Screw Up Next? Meth Is Back (E)

Runs On Imodium Before The FDA Clamps Down (B)

'Let Them Eat Aspirin' - Jeff Sessions' Painfully Ignorant Remarks (E)

Dear NY Times, Your Opioid Coverage Has Been Terrible. Here's Why (G)

Neurontin: Over-Hyped And Underwhelming (C)

Have A 'Fentanyl On A Shopping Cart' Question? Call ACSH (F)

Advil Works As Well As Opioids For Acute Pain? Not So Fast (C, G)
Have Pain? Pick Your Poison (C)
https://www.acsh.org/news/2016/10/25/have-pain-pick-your-poison-10358

Gonna Throw Away Your Used Narcotics? (A,E)
https://www.acsh.org/news/2016/10/07/gonna-throw-away-your-used-narcotics-10270

Prince Was Killed By 'The Devil In The Room' (F)
https://www.acsh.org/news/2016/06/03/prince-was-killed-by-the-devil-in-the-room

Narcotics Overdose? Or Biased Reporting? (G)
https://www.acsh.org/news/2016/05/16/narcotics-overdose-or-biased-reporting

Opioid Abuse & Death: Nothing Close To A Good Answer

NOTE:
(1) See "New painful casualties of the drug war" New York Post, 12/3/13
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